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Safety tips
Powerlines
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Working under overhead powerlines Eskom cares about your safety

Working under powerlines is one of the leading causes of injuries and fatalities in some industries. 
Workers in construction and agriculture, truck drivers and crane controllers usually work in the vicinity of live 

overheard powerlines, which puts them at risk of electrocution. 
At times, they are not even trained to recognise the dangers. 

Avoiding contact with these powerlines requires a strong awareness of safety factors.
By following these procedures, workers will avoid fatal or serious injuries:

13 Remember to treat all power cables as live

 Find out whether there is any overhead powerline within or next to the work area1 ????

2
Be aware that 11kV powerlines are usually between 5.1m and 5.5m in height. Take this 
into consideration when working with equipment that can be extended to this height.  

3 If there are any overhead lines in the area, contact Eskom about the planned work
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If it must be done under the powerlines, arrange for Eskom to switch off the power 
supply while the work is being done

Register on MYEskom Customer App To report electricity faults
To report faults without waiting download our Eskom App, for Android users go to 
(https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=za.co.eskom.myeskom.customer), and
for IOS users go to (https://apps.apple.com/za/app/myeskom-customer/id996035952)

4 Find out if the work must be done under the overhead lines or can be done elsewhere

6 Vehicles, machinery, equipment, or materials that could reach beyond the safe 
clearance distance should not be taken near the line

7 The safest distance to work from a powerline is at least 10m away from the poles and lines 

8 Assess the risks before performing any work under or near overhead powerlines

9 Keep the Eskom or municipality emergency numbers at hand so that you can call for 
assistance immediately in case of an incident

10 Never stack hay or pile grain near or under powerlines

11 Low flying crop sprayers must be aware of powerlines in their vicinity so as not to fly into them

12
If a power cable falls onto your vehicle with you inside DO NOT GET OUT!! Stay 
inside and wait for Eskom (086 00 37566) to switch off the power supply to the line 
before you exit the vehicle.  Advise anyone near the incident site to stay at least 8 
metres away from the vehicle or fallen powerlines
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